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Inspiring the YES! Circuit  
 
What? 
The YES! Circuit is a mini layer-like track enclosed with tough membranes. It is 

located inside the soul layer in the underside of the edge. It is between the base 

of the receptor sites and the exit of the Template villi and the inner-outer-edge 

membrane containing the swirling soul layer. Here, the YES! Circuit receives the 

universal Source energies directly from the Template villi. The receptor sites call 

in a specific Source energy the structure wants and needs, the villi deliver the 

personalized invitation, attract the energy and then immediately transfers the 

energy to the YES! Circuit. This is where the first personalization of a universal 

energy occurs.  

 

The mini layer-like track contains little tracks that are essentially circuits with 

specific energies entering constantly. The space these energies take up is 

miniscule and so millions of them can travel through the Circuit at the same time. 

The energies enter all over the edge and move in all directions making 

continuous circuits increasing or decreasing in speed as they make their way 

around the circuit. The universal energy is sacrosanct and as such is shielded 

from disintegrating. The Yes! Circuit is flooded with the harmonizing energy: 

Harmonizing the Blended Energies System which forces the universal energies to 

stay in their place as they travel in the Circuit. 

 

This Yes! Circuit is where extra sensory awareness is stimulated within the 

structure and it is related to multiple systems. The BES, Layers, the Harmonizing 

Network, BOL, and the Template all interact with this anatomy. Both the 

Elimination System and the HEMF release through it.   

 

It is the first personalization of the universal energies because the Yes! Circuit 

sets the frequency that the subtle universal energies must be moving at to travel 

down the Template strands to the e-stomach. It both decreases and increases 
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the energies, dialing them up or down in speed to bring them to compatible 

resonance with individuated energies that have split off from the core and are 

moving in the soul layer. This way it determines the ability of the Blended 

Energies System to mix the individuated energies with the universal energies and 

when they eventually arrive back in the soul layer after the journey through the e-

stomach the personalized universal Source energies can be assimilated and 

used by the energy structure as fuel.  

 

A specific universal Source energy traveling on it’s part of the Yes! Circuit enters 

the Circuit from the base of the Template villi that attracted it and then moves 

around the course of its particular Circuit until it achieves the correct velocity. 

When it does, it comes back to the mother villi turns to face the Template hook 

and quantum leaps across the soul layer into the first neural net fiber of the 

Template strand located at the mouth of the strand.  

 
WHY? 
Issues arise when different obstacles occur but the most powerful obstacle is a 

frozen Yes! Circuit. This means the universal energy is useless to the structure. 

Eventually, it will disperse and, in this condition, as it is un-received, there is no 

attachment and the energy returns to the universal unfulfilled. However, if there is 

an attachment to NOT RECEIVING- in other words saying: No! the energy 

cannot return to the universal and it fulfills its directive to do exactly the opposite.  

In other words, Universal Love and Light experiencing a no becomes NO Universal 

Love and Light, which is a totally different energy! No wonder things haven’t been 

working out like you expected! 

 

The Yes! Circuit is built to say: Yes. To receive and to appreciate the abundance 

of the universal creative flow. But at the same time, we humans have free will 

and are the only ones who can also stop our own benefit from coming to us.  
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If we can do that, we can reverse it. Saying: No, to the flow of universal Source is 

pretty much always based in a contraction of some kind. Trauma occurs and we 

contract, honesty, it’s just a part of the experience of living, a natural and flowing 

part of the life of the structure, really a function of the Sacred Anatomy.  

 

In a healthy structure, the contraction is inevitably followed by an expansion. But 

when you say: No to a specific energy you have frozen the Yes! Circuit devoted 

to this energy in a contracted state and the inspiration from the specific universal 

energy fails to materialize. We in fact, get the exact opposite.  

 

How? 
This means the need to return the Yes! Circuit to a flowing: Yes! This is done by 

thawing the frozen section of the circuit and releasing the trapped inspiration. 

Stopped movement in the YES! Circuit is like screaming NO at the universe. The 

universal expression of life, which has no agenda or attachment and functions to 

only to give provide what you are requesting.  A single energy is the same as the 

next; to the Source. But to you it can be life changing! 

 

 
Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Procedure  

Inspiring the YES! Circuit  
 

1. With permission apply the Edge Practice assess for need by dowsing. 

 

2. Ask the client to share with you what strand of their life fabric is stuck in a 

pattern giving them exactly NOT what they want to have happen. The 

opposite of what they desire is happening all the time. There is a pattern, 

but that isn’t the important thing. They also may have reactively created a 

pattern out of NEVER having the correct energy. The idea is to help them 

state what is NOT happening and then state what they WANT to have 

happen. Asking questions like: Is there an area in your life where you 
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always seem to get the exact opposite result of what you have worked for 

and tried to have happen? You don’t need a lot of story and drama 

although tears may be inevitable. What you want is the exact energy that 

is NOT coming in by defining what IS. 

 

3. Extend your light fingers into the Yes! Circuit- telegraph right into the part 

of the circuit that is frozen. Tell your light fingers: Go to the frozen part of 

the Yes! Circuit that is dedicated to: _____ energy of (client’s name) ____. 

 

4. When you find the frozen part and are touching it with both sets of fingers 

to the left and right- witness the frozen circuit and simply thank it for doing 

a great job being frozen. Say: Thank you Yes! Circuit for doing the very 

best possible job you could do! You have done exactly what I asked you to 

do and you have been so good at your job. I really appreciate you. 

  

5. Ask the client to breath and to focus on the specific energy- to make it 

crystal clear. Witness the Yes! Circuit as it relaxes and release. It may 

take a little while if it is frozen from a past life contraction and trauma. But 

don’t worry it will release and there will be an expansion.  

 

6. When the release occurs move your fingers to top and bottom. Repeat: 

Say: Thank you Yes! Circuit for doing the very best possible job you could 

do! You have done exactly what I asked you to do and you have been so 

good at your job. I really appreciate you. 

  

7. Ask your client to breath and to focus on the “NO” specific energy- to 

make it crystal clear. Witness them as they release again. 

 

8. Now, go to the front and back position with your light fingers and repeat: 
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Say: Thank you Yes! Circuit for doing the very best possible job you could 

do! You have done exactly what I asked you to do and you have been so 

good at your job. I really appreciate you. 

 

9. Ask your client to breath and to focus on the “NO” specific energy- to 

make it crystal clear. Witness them as they go into the final release again. 

Combined with the client’s breath and focus, the witnessed releases 

turning the NO to a YES and the originally desired specific energy 

replaces the old energy. That’s great but there is one more step. 

 

10.  The client needs to state their commitment to receiving the YES energy. 

Say: I, (their name) accept and receive the support of the Source. I allow 

this beautiful Source energy to fulfill my needs and life. I am willing to let in 

all the universal love and care I need to shift completely allowing my YES! 

Circuit to succeed. I say YES! to: (state their exact desired result). 

 

11. Witness the inspiration filling the entire structure! 

 

12. ULL throughout the structure. 

 

13. Harmonizing: the BES, the Layers, the Template, the BOL, and the Harmonizing 

Network. 

 

14. IBWSIB 


